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was controlled by ' unthrifty and envious neighbours ' *.
Agreement to changes in cultivation was * commonly as hard
to be obtained as agreement to enclosure * 2, so that laud
often remained in tillage which needed rest. Not until 1773
was it enacted that arable land lying in open fields should be
* ordered, fenced, cultivated and improved * in such manner
as three-fourths in number and value of the occupiers culti-
vating the land—having the consent of the owners and tithe-
owner—should determine 3, Numerous other criticisms were
voiced by those who favoured individualist husbandry.
Much time was wasted in moving about from one strip to
another : a greater number of horses were required : drainage
of land, cross-ploughing and superintendence of labour were
made more difficult: disease was rampant among the cattle,
and improvement in the breed was impossible : the absence
of hedges deprived the cattle of shade and shelter, and the
ground of warmth : quarrels made the common fields ' seed-
plots * of contention, arising out of trespasses and unrighteous
dealing4: and lastly, less produce was raised on open fields6.
" Enclosed ground ", wrote Houghton, " will sometimes yield
treble to what common will. ... A great deal will be turned
into orchards and gardens, four or five acres of which some-
times maintain a family better and employ more labourers
than fifty acres of other shall do." Hops, saffron, onions,
potatoes, madder and artichokes " will thrive but ill in
common fields, and I suppose none will deny an acre of these
to yield more money than so much wheat " 6. It is a mis-
1 For examples of by-laws, see " The By-Laws of the Manor of Great
Tew, Oxfordshire " in The Collected Papers of Paul Vinogradoff, i. 286 seq.;
and The Court Rolls of the Manor of Wimbledon, no seq.
a Considerations concerning Common Fields and Inclosures. By Pseudo-
misus (1654), 10, 14.
3	Statutes at Large, viii. 302-303.
4	For an example of ploughing up a balk ' or landmark ', see Hertford
County Records, i. 420.
5	On these points,  see  Blith,   The English Improver (1649),   71-72 ;
A  Vindication of the Considerations concerning Common Fields and In-
closures (1656), 42 ;  Worlidge, Systerna Agriculturae (1669), 10 ;  Laurence,
A  New System of Agriculture  (1726), 46-47 ;   T.  Davis, Agriculture   of
Wiltshire (1794)* 45» 79 ;  R- Davis, Agriculture of Oxfordshire (1794), 30 ;
Kent, Agriculture of Norfolk (1796), 73 ;   Brown, Agriculture of the West
Riding (1799), 71-74.   See also notes following.
* Houghton, England's Great Happiness: or a Dialogue between Content
and Complaint (1677), 11-12. The authorship of this pamphlet was un-
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